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Introduction

PegaSys is the protocol engineering group of ConsenSys. We specialise in developing software that supports the 
Ethereum base protocols such as our Hyperledger Besu Ethereum 1.0 node and a suite of products for Enterprise 
Ethereum.

Since 2018, PegaSys has been developing Teku, a fully-fledged Ethereum 2.0 client that particularly focuses on 
the needs of institutional stakers. Teku is written in Java and is Apache 2 licensed. We now wish to have the Teku 
codebase assessed for security by an expert external third-party, ahead of the Ethereum 2.0 genesis event 
anticipated in late 2020.

This document is a request for proposals for such an assessment, including an overview of the Teku software, the 
scope of the assessment, expected deliverables and an indicative timeline.

Teku Overview

Teku is a leading Ethereum 2.0 client that aims to be a full implementation of the Phase 0 Eth2 protocol, including 
the ability to manage users’ staked Ether. Teku has participated successfully in all public multiclient Eth2 testnets 
to date.

Key in-scope codebases for the security assessment are as follows:
● The main codebase: https://github.com/PegaSysEng/teku
● The JVM libp2p library: https://github.com/libp2p/jvm-libp2p 
● The peer discovery library: https://github.com/PegaSysEng/discovery 
● The keystore package used by Teku https://github.com/PegaSysEng/signers/tree/master/bls-keystore 

Commit hashes of each of these codebases will be provided at the kick-off of the security assessment as the 
targets for review.

When assessing the expected assessment effort, bidders should be aware that there are two significant pieces of 
work outstanding that we expect to have completed before the start of the assessment, but are not reflected in 
the current codebase:

1. Currently the Teku beacon node and validators all reside within the same Java process. We intend to create an 
optional configuration whereby the validators can be run in a separate process and communicate with the 
beacon node via a REST API. This has become a common architecture for Eth2 clients, and will be in-scope for 
the assessment.

2. We are in the process of integrating a new cryptographic library for BLS operations. Our current implementation 
is JVM based and relies on Apache’s MCJL v0.4.0. We intend to continue to maintain this library for portability. 
Meanwhile, we are also integrating the Blst library from Supranational. Both integrations are in-scope for 
assessment, although the external libraries are out of scope except for known security issues with them.
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The relevant specifications against which Teku’s behaviour should be assessed are the following documents from 
the Ethereum 2.0 specification repository:

● The Phase 0 Beacon Chain spec

● The Phase 0 Beacon Chain Fork Choice

● The Phase 0 Networking Specification

● The Phase 0 Honest Validator description

● The Simple Serialize specification

● The Eth2 APIs

Finally, user documentation for Teku is here: https://docs.teku.pegasys.tech/ 

Security Assessment Scope

The scope of this security engagement includes the review of the following Teku components:

● Core Beacon Node logic:

○ State transition logic

○ Attestation processing and production

○ Block processing and production

○ Signature verification

○ Epoch finalisation and justification

○ Eth1 data processing

● Core Validator Client logic:

○ Block/attestation signing

○ Slash-prevention mechanisms

The assessment will focus on identifying vulnerabilities that can lead to the following (non-exhaustive list):

● Denial-of-service conditions

● Remote code execution

● Exfiltration of private key material

● Data integrity loss

● Consensus splits

● Degraded participation in consensus leading to reduced rewards or increased penalties

● Conditions that could lead to a validator’s stake being slashed

● Unspecified/unexpected client behaviour
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● Networking layer (leveraging the libp2p 
framework):

○ Discovery protocol (discv5)

○ Publish/Subscribe protocol (gossipsub)

○ Ethereum 2 Request/Response protocol

○ Peer management

● Restful HTTP API

● Serialization & deserialization format

● Client database (RocksDB) configuration

● Accounts management & key storage

● Client synchronization

● Command Line Interface (CLI)
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Deliverables

The chosen vendor shall provide a security assessment report, in a PDF format, comprising the following sections:

● Executive summary, including:

○ An overview of the testing performed (methodology and approach)

○ A statement describing the overall security posture of the Teku client

○ A summary of the vulnerabilities identified, with their related severity

● For each vulnerability identified, detailed information containing:

○ Vulnerability description:

■ Likelihood of exploitation

■ Impact qualification

■ Overall vulnerability severity

○ Recommended mitigative action:

■ Detailed actions to perform to mitigate the vulnerability

■ Recommendation complexity analysis

● Appendix explaining the vulnerability severity classification model applied to the security review

● Appendix listing the toolset (open source and proprietary) used during the engagement

In addition, we expect the chosen vendor to notify us of potential vulnerabilities as and when they are found, 
without waiting for the final report, and we anticipate constructive dialogue and discussion around potential 
mitigations.

Once notified of a vulnerability, at our own discretion we will make any amendments required to the relevant 
codebases. The vendor will then perform a test of the fixes to check whether they effectively address the issues 
identified, and will amend the security assessment report accordingly (i.e. marking said vulnerabilities as resolved 
or acknowledged)

PegaSys will have the right, but not the obligation, to publish the final report, albeit unedited and as a whole.

Selection Criteria

The vendor selected by PegaSys will have significant expertise in the areas necessary to meet the needs and 
requirements set forth in this RfP. Particularly:

● Experience with reviewing software written in the Java programming language;

● Experience with reviewing large codebases;

● Experience with advanced cryptographic primitives such as BLS signatures;

● Experience with distributed systems and Blockchain technology.

● Ability to commit to our desired timelines

● Competitive pricing

We may request additional information, such as engagement team CVs and third party references.
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Indicative Assessment Timeline

We are happy to work with the chosen vendor to define a mutually agreeable timeline. The below is suggested as 
a starting point.

Our currently preferred timing is for week 1 to be the week beginning August 31st 2020, but this is negotiable. 
Proposals that contract the above timeline without compromising on the quality of assessment or time for 
mitigations will be welcomed. Proposals should include the bidder’s suggested timeline and start timing.

We would like this to be a highly collaborative engagement with the audit firm we select. At a minimum we expect 
weekly written updates on the progress and findings. We would also like a bi-weekly call during the engagement 
to discuss key findings. We would also like a session for a deep dive into the final report towards the end of the 
engagement.

Bidding Instructions

Upon receipt of this Request for Proposal, vendors are expected to confirm receipt and intention to bid on the 
engagement.

Proposals must be returned by bidders before 23:59 UTC on Monday 3rd August 2020. Bidders should make 
themselves available for vendor interviews during the remainder of that week, and we will aim to notify the winning 
bidder by Monday 10th August.

Proposals must be sent in PDF format to the following email address, teku-audit@consensys.net
Vendors can request more information via email (teku-audit@consensys.net). Pre-bid meetings with vendors can 
also be arranged if required.

Conclusion

PegaSys, and ConsenSys more broadly, is increasingly delivering projects and products that require the highest 
levels of security. The Ethereum 2.0 project, alongside the existing Ethereum 1.0 and enterprise projects, is 
long-term and comprises a number of stages and deliverables. We are seeking to build long-term, sustainable 
relationships with trusted vendors.

Bidders are encouraged to contact us at teku-audit@consensys.net with any questions relating to this Request for 
Proposals.

Finally, a note of thanks to the good folk at Sigma Prime for establishing the template for Eth2 client security 
assessment RfPs, and being happy for us to build on it.
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